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October 2012: "It's Beyond Me!" Humor Issue, Guest Editor by Geoff Davies. Cartoons: "Wedding Ring", "Incident at Rath Dinen" 1 & 2, "Happy New Year of the Rabbit", & "The Ring" by Octo Kwan; "Babn Smaug", "Uruk Tee-shirt", & "Orc Humor" by Davies; "Orc Picture - Pitcher" by Scott Warner. Articles: "Would a Hobbit by Any Other Name Be as Boarish?" by Mark Hooker, "Spoonerisms" by Davies, "JRR Tolkien's Precocious Masterpiece 'Goblin Feet'" by Dale Nelson, "Fangorn the Ent" (obituary) by Warner, "Einstein and the Northern Rangers" by Anne Onymous, "A recently uncovered letter from one Elf to another..." trans. by Bernard Roessler. Ads: "Haldir's Sam Gerbr Rapid Float Trips", "The Unquiet Dead", "It's Beyond Me! Calendar" by N. Martsch. Poems "Two Line Verse" by Davies, "World Series in Middle-earth" & "Gimli Son of Gloin" by Matthew Anish, "Pean For Bill Gates the Pony" by Warner; Riddles by Warner, Davies. "Succulent Halloween Recipe" by Warner. Fake letters, news, misc. by Davies. Real News. 12 pp.


PUBLICATION HIGHLIGHTS OF THE FOURTH DECADE

March 2011: "Beyond Bree's" 30th Anniversary celebrated with a 14-page, colour issue, mailed flat in large envelope.

Color calendars are produced for 2012 and 2013.

Because there are so many references to certain events, the following abbreviations are used:

"The Return of the Ring" (international Tolkien conference in Loughborough, England): ROR. "BB Award": nominations for the "Beyond Bree" Award to be presented at ROR.

The Hobbit Movie/Film: TH (The Hobbit in general, or as two films); The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey TH:AUJ (Part 1 of the film trilogy).

Rankin and Bass: RB